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Summary: 
1. Brazil is a large landmass with 

about 12% of world’s freshwater 

resources.  

2. Poor sanitation (and very low 

wastewater treatment rate) is the 

most obvious trouble in its water 

sector.  

3. Agriculture has a massive water 

demand. 

4. Fresh water distribution in Brazil 

does not match population 

distribution across the country at 

all. For ex: Amazon river basin 

alone accounts for 75% of Brazil’s 

fresh water resources but has only 

4% of its population. 

5. In a bid to fuel its industrial growth 

and soaring energy demand, the 

government has a greater interest 

in large dams. This can create a 

large number of internally 

displaced populations. 

6. Water conflicts are a common 

occurrence. The government is 

known to have used military to 

suppress protest. 

7. Brazilians are aware of the looming 

water crisis and have a readiness 

to help conserve water. 

8. It is home to some of the most 

ancient and vibrant tribes which 

worship forces of nature, water 

being one of them. 

9. Brazilians celebrate the rivers in 

their carnivals. 

 

BRAZIL  

 

Geography:  Largest country by area in Latin America and shares borders 

with Venezuela, Guyana, Suriname, Colombia; Bolivia, Peru, Argentina, 

Paraguay and Uruguay. It borders the Atlantic Ocean in its northeast, 

north and south. 

Status: Developing 

Population: 200 Million 

 Per capita income : $11,273 

Water resources: Brazil has about 12% of world’s surface water resources 

and therefore has very high per capita availability. But this vast resource 
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is unevenly distributed. Ground water resources are mainly used in rural areas and in regions with 

polluted surface water. 

 Water Availability (LPCD-liters per capita per day) ( equity): 143 lpcd in urban areas. 97%of urban and 

57% of rural areas have access to improved quality of water.  

Water Sector Overview 
Policy Landscape 

The concern towards water as a resource and water management in Brazil was incorporated into its 

national laws only in 1997. As with many other developing countries approach towards water 

management has set in a little late. 

Brazil adopted a National Water Law(NWL) ( No.9433)in 1997 which outlined the principles and 

approach to water resources management. The National Water Policy (NWP) of the country states that 

water is a public good and a limited natural resource with economic value. It also guides judicious use 

along with priorities of use. It further adds the administrative approach which is based on 

decentralization and participatory decision making.  

The NWP and NWL form the core of water policy framework of Brazil. 

Water Resources Administration 

With the NWL of 1997 Brazil developed a National Water Resource Management System (NWRMS). This 

NWRMS is implemented under Ministry of Environment (MMA). The ministry comprises of the following 

institutions:  

1. National Water Resources Council 

2.  State Water Resources Councils 

3.  Agencies at the federal and State levels, in charge of managing the permit system, at the river 

scale 

4.  River Basin Committees 

5.  River Basin Agencies, which will be the executive offices of river basin committees 

The main aspect of this system is the decentralized mode of operation.  This implies that the decisions 

must be taken at the lowest appropriate level with the effective participation of stakeholders. The 

system is so designed in order to reach consensus rather than conflict. 

The peculiar aspect of Brazilian water management is the River Basin Committees (RBC). The approach 

of water management using River Basin as a basic unit is a characteristic aspect. 

Water Stats 

Domestic: 12% 
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Industry: 8% 

Agriculture: 80% 

 

Water Crisis 

1. Water Stress Nature 

At the core of Brazil’s depleting per capita availability of water lies the issue of unplanned 
agricultural, economic and urban growth. Its four different areas are a study in contrast: 

a) The North which includes the Amazon Basin is very sparsely populated and poor. 
b) The North East is semiarid with constant threat of droughts. It struggles to sustain a 

population of 40 million people living in oppressive poor conditions. 
c) The West with two ecosystems – grasslands and wetlands is dominated by intensive 

agricultural development. 
d) The South is where industrial and financial centers are located and a skewed water supply 

and demand relationship. Here the consumption is excessive and so is the pollution.  

The stress in South is on surface water quality due to excessive pollution while massive 
deforestation in West has altered rainfall pattern. The West’s large scale agriculture has been 
consuming enormous amounts of water which is breeding a ground for water sharing conflicts 

 

2. Nature of Scarcity  
From the situation outlines above it is evident that Brazil faces intense pressure on surface water from 

large agriculture sector, and pollution from urban areas. 

a) Physical: The semiarid North East faces a physical scarcity of water.  

b) Managerial: Much of the other regions suffer from poor water quality due to pollution which is a 

consequence of failure of management in controlling sources of pollution. 

3. Water Crisis Intensity 
a) In the urban areas where 80% of the population lives, only 49% of households are connected to 

sewer lines. Only 32% of sewage collected is treated. This leads to a very high level of pollution 
of the surface water bodies. 

b) Large-scale examples are apparent in the São Francisco river basin, where projected demand 
from irrigated farming, navigation, the river transposition project, human and animal supply, 
and maintenance of existing hydroelectric power plants create concerns as regards river water 
availability. 

 
c) In the Southeast Region of the country, there are conflicts about water use in the Paraíba do Sul, 

Piracicaba and Capivari river basins, to mention only a few cases. 
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d) In the South, the most visible areas of conflict result from the huge water demand for flooded 
rice plantations and the degradation of water quality, particularly in intensive cattle ranching 
regions. 
(Source: http://hidroweb.ana.gov.br/doc/WRMB/part2.htm) 

 

4. How is the water crisis manifesting on the ground? 
 

a) Lack of safe drinking water and adequate sewage disposal systems are the main causes of the 

high incidence of intestinal and other water borne diseases. According to the Ministry of Health, 

65% of all hospital admissions result from inadequate basic sanitation. Diarrhea accounts for 

approximately 50,000 child deaths per year in Brazil. 

b) A large number of conflicts in Brazil today are about water. 

Case in point: A new water infrastructure project which proposes to divert Sao Francisco River cuts 

through several North Eastern states generating conflicts between the displaced communities and the 

backers of the project. People see themselves as being pushed away from a natural common resource. 

In June 2007 approximately 1,500 peasants, small scale farmers, indigenous people, and members of 

non-governmental organizations occupied the construction site on the Mãe Rosa farm, in Cabrobó to 

protest the project. The demonstration led by the Trukás (an indigenous ethnic group) demanded the 

demarcation of the land as indigenous territory out of concern that the transposition project has not 

taken into consideration the land rights of the tribe. The Brazilian Army was called to suppress the 

protest. 

 

5. What is at the root of the problem,(in terms of high-level 

categories, such as access and infrastructure, sanitation and 

health, conservation and scarcity, etc.)? 
a) Unplanned growth of Brazil’s cities is the root cause of high level of surface water pollution. At 

the same time the government has fallen woefully inadequate in provisioning basic sanitation to 

its population. 

b) Brazil implemented a regulatory mechanism as late as 1997. By this time its various sectors were 

already competing with each other for water and also fast displacing the indigenous population 

from its own traditional lands. This amplified the water crisis. 

c) Its urban centers and industry generates large quantities of waste water which has remained 

unchecked 

d) Agriculture is by far the most important sector in Brazil’s economy and prioritization of water to 

this sector created a situation where demands of other sectors were overlooked. 

 

http://hidroweb.ana.gov.br/doc/WRMB/part2.htm
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6. How serious is the problem? 
a) Water conflicts in which the indigenous population is pitched against urban water demand are 

the most serious ones.  The Sao Francisco River project has alienated most of the indigenous 

population which will be displaced. These rifts between the people can be very dangerous for 

Brazil’s national interest. 

b) The agriculture industry is a high growth sector and of high economic importance. Its further 

growth implies a greater stress on water which can trigger further conflicts. 

c) Brazil’s energy demand is also soaring with increasing population and industrialization. Large 

dams and hydropower plants are planned to meet this demand. These projects stand in direct 

conflict with the environment and also involve dislocation of indigenous groups.  

d) Poor quality of water is a serious health implication too. Brazil’s sanitation coverage and 

sewage treatment is one of the lowest in the world. 

 What is the political landscape surrounding the crisis? 
 

a) As discussed earlier Brazil has to finds a mean between people’s interest and its economic 
growth. Former President Luiz Inacio Lula Da Silva says hydro-electric energy is a sine qua non 
for the development of South America's biggest economy. But environmental and indigenous 
groups increasingly oppose massive engineering projects. This comment from the former 
President offers a hint on the political stand.  

b) The government has been working towards expansion of basic water and sanitation services but 
on the issue of large water projects it prefers using force and hard lining stand to push them 
through.  

7. What is the cultural context of water? 
What role does water play in everyday lives, is there awareness of a water crisis, is there 

awareness of a water crisis globally? 

a) Water for the indigenous population of Amazonia has been fundamental to their very existence. 
A vibrant culture has thrived on these mighty waters and the people celebrate this bounty of 
nature in their festivals. For instance "Old Chico," as the Sao Francisco River is affectionately, 
called has been immortalized in folklore and celebrated at Carnival. 

b) A survey conducted in Brazil offers some insights into the public perception of water in the 
current times: 

 An impressive 88% of Brazilians believe that the country will face freshwater supply 
problems in the medium or long run due to the way water is used today. 

 Among young people, the figure is even higher: 94%. Most Brazilians aged from 16 to 24 
years are partly aware of the problems related to freshwater resources and deems it 
important not to waste any water. Around 73% among them think that domestic 
consumption (in their own homes) could be lower than it actually is. Nevertheless, 64% 
of them spend from 6 to 15 minutes in the shower. 

 Around 74% of the Brazilian population is in favor of a law setting payment of one or 
two cents of Reals (local currency) for each thousand liters of freshwater used by those 
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who spend more or those who pollute, as long as the funds be used to raise awareness 
about the use of freshwater and to recover and protect river basins. 

Source: http://www.water-well.net/water0.news.27.html 

8. In terms of solutions, are resources and expertise coming from 

within the country or from the outside?  
Brazil’s capabilities in water management (supply and operation) and wastewater treatment 

technology are limited. Where exactly do they need expertise from other countries is difficult to 

ascertain without undertaking a detailed study of its present state of water management and its 

capabilities.  

9. Campaigns and Instances 
 

Prior to the 1990s, grassroots political activity was already primarily urban and oriented to the state. 

Prior to the democratic transitions, grassroots demands were often driven by local and material 

concerns but came to be stated in terms of rights. With transition to democracy the fo-cus on the state 

has remained, but the cohesive effect of rights demands lost; and the combination of elite democracy 

with neoliberal economic policy has pushed grassroots organizations to the political sidelines. (See Meta 

folder for further details. File: grassrootsmovements.pdf) 

 

 Instituto Ecoar [Ecoar Institute]: The Instituto Ecoar was founded by a group of 

environmentalists and researchers after Rio-92. The entity’s goal is to provide environmental 

education to recover from environmental degradation and implement forests, water resources, 

citizenship and local sustainable development programs and projects. 

 Hundreds Occupy Belo Monte Dam Site in Brazilian Amazon:  
Altamira, Brazil – Hundreds of indigenous leaders, fishermen and riverine people from the 
Xingu River basin have gathered to occupy the Belo Monte Dam construction site in a peaceful 
protest to stop its construction in Altamira, located in the state of Pará in the heart of the 
Brazilian Amazon. They have vowed to permanently occupy the site and are calling on allied 
organizations and movements to join them. 
https://incorporealcommittee.wordpress.com/2011/10/31/hundreds-occupy-belo-monte-
dam-site-in-brazilian-amazon/ 

 In Brasília, the national capital of Brazil, demonstrators danced and sang songs of praise of the 
forest, in a natural area close to the buildings of the ministries of the federal government. Check 
out this short video posted on YouTube: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuDW9O0EAL0&feature=player_embedded 

 Brazil: Global Action Against Belo Monte Dam in Images: 
http://globalvoicesonline.org/2011/08/24/brazil-belo-monte-global-action/ 
 

 

 

 

http://www.water-well.net/water0.news.27.html
https://incorporealcommittee.wordpress.com/2011/10/31/hundreds-occupy-belo-monte-dam-site-in-brazilian-amazon/
https://incorporealcommittee.wordpress.com/2011/10/31/hundreds-occupy-belo-monte-dam-site-in-brazilian-amazon/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DuDW9O0EAL0&feature=player_embedded
http://globalvoicesonline.org/2011/08/24/brazil-belo-monte-global-action/
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10. Source of Information: 

 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Water_resources_management_in_Brazil 

 Freshwater trafficking in Brazil: 
http://www.ecoagencia.com.br/?open=noticias&id=VZlSXRFWwJlUspFUjdEeXJ1aKVVVB1TP 

 See Metafolder for more papers. 
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